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Abstract: One of the important parameters for cooling systems is the choice of refrigerant. Refrigerants used in cooling systems damage the atmosphere and cause global warming. For these reasons, alternative refrigerants which are not harmful to the environment and atmosphere have been used. In this study, the performance and exergy efficiency of R407C, R410A and R448A refrigerants which are alternative to R22 refrigerant in vapor compression refrigeration system were theoretically calculated. Engineering equation solver (EES) has been used for the thermodynamic analysis. The highest COP and exergy efficiency values were achieved in the system operating with refrigerant R22. The highest COP and exergy efficiency values after R22 fluid were determined in the system operating with R448A refrigerant. For different evaporator temperatures, the COP values of the R22 system vary between 2.7 and 2.81. The COP values of the R448A system vary between 2.5 and 2.63. The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R22 varies between %39.4 and %52.2. The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R448A varies between %36.6 and %48.8. R448A instead of R22 are found to be replacement refrigerants among other alternatives refrigerants as a result of the analysis.
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1. Introduction

People have always made great strides in the field of cooling to protect their food and beverages, to live comfortably and to keep their products more healthy by developing new technologies to meet their needs [1]. This process that develops in the field of air conditioning and cooling increases the energy demand of such systems. This increasing in energy demand on greenhouse gas emission negatively [2]. In addition, it has been determined that the refrigerants penetrate the ozone layer. In other words, it is understood that the ozone layer that protects our world from harmful ultraviolet rays is destroyed by the refrigerants and causes the increase of the world's temperature by showing global warming effect [3].

In the literature, some studies have been done on R22 and vapor compression refrigeration systems working with alternative refrigerants. Dalkilic and Wongwises have compared the performance of vapor compression refrigeration system by using various alternative refrigerants. They used R32, R134a, R12, R22 as refrigerant. They investigated the performance coefficient and power consumption for different evaporator temperatures [4]. Sagia and Rakopoulos used alternative refrigerant fluids for ground source heat pump. Alternative refrigerants instead of R22 were used. Performance coefficients were investigated by using alternative refrigerants in a single-stage vapor compression system without subcooling and superheating [5]. Vaghele performed comparative evaluation of an automobile air-conditioning system using R134a and its alternative refrigerants. R290, R600a, R407C, R410A, R404A, R152a and R1234yf were used as refrigerants [6]. Mohanraj et al. performed a comparative performance analysis in automobile air conditioning system using refrigerants formed by hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) and their mixtures. Also, technical difficulties of refrigerants are discussed [7]. Harby K. carried out review study hydrocarbons and their mixtures as alternatives to environmental unfriendly halogenated refrigerants [8]. Devecioglu et al. studied vapor compression air conditioning systems using R442A refrigerant instead of R22. In the experimental study, cooling capacity, COP and compression ratio were determined. It is concluded that R442A may be an alternative to R22 [9]. Demircioglu performed energy and exergy analyzes in heat pump systems using R22 and its alternatives R407C and R410A refrigerants [10]. Ergun et al. carried out performance analysis of R438a and R417a refrigerants as an alternative to R22 in cooling systems. R438A was found out to have better COP values. [11]. Mota-Babiloni et al. made an experimental comparison for using R448A instead of R404A in refrigeration systems. According to their study, R448A has smaller cooling capacity, but has higher COP value and smaller energy consumption. They said R448A is a refrigerant which was energy efficient alternative to R404A with lower GWP [12]. Mendoza-Miranda et al. made evaluation of R448A and R450A as low-GWP alternatives for R404A and R134a using a micro-fin tube evaporator model. They were measured experimental data at different operating conditions [13]. Sethi et al. made an experimental study about R404A replacements for commercial refrigeration. They said that R404A has high GWP value and R448A and R455A the most suitable refrigerants for replacements. R448A matches the capacity with 4 to 8% higher efficiency compared to R404A. R448A provided 9 to 20% energy savings for supermarket refrigeration systems [14]. Detailed studies on energy and exergy analysis of cooling systems using alternative refrigerants can be found in the literature [15-24]. Park et al. performances of two pure hydrocarbons and seven mixtures composed of propylene, propane, HFC152a, and dimethylether were measured to substitute for HCFC22 in residential air-conditioners and heat pumps [15]. La Rocca and Panno performed experimental analysis comparing the performance of a vapor compression refrigerating unit operating with R22, and its performance in comparison to a new HFC fluid [16]. Park and Jung carried out thermodynamic performance of HCFC22 alternative refrigerants for residential air-conditioning applications [17]. Bolaji investigated the performance of R22 and its ozone-friendly R404A and R507 in a window air conditioner [18]. Han et al. carried out performance study on R32/R125/R161 as an alternative refrigerant to R407C [19]. Venkataiah and Rao made analysis of alternative refrigerants to R22 for air-conditioning applications for various evaporating

In this study, the energy and exergy analysis of the system were made in case of using ozone depleting refrigerants such as R407C and 410A instead of R22 with some changes in system for air conditioning devices. In addition, the performance of the vapor compression refrigeration system using R448A refrigerant similar the characteristic of R22 refrigerant is compared with other refrigerant systems.

2. Vapor Compression Cooling System and Thermodynamic Analysis

In a vapor compression refrigeration cycle, the refrigerant enters the compressor as saturated steam and the refrigerant is compressed to the condenser pressure. The refrigerant then enters the condenser as superheated steam. It emerges as saturated liquid by giving heat to the environment.

![Vapor compressing cooling cycle](image1)

**Figure 1.** Vapor compressing cooling cycle

![P-h diagram](image2)

**Figure 2.** P-h diagram of vapor compressing cooling cycle with superheating and subcooling
The refrigerant is passed through the expansion valve until the evaporator pressure is reduced. The refrigerant then enters the evaporator and completely evaporates by taking heat from the cooled environment. The refrigerant exits the evaporator as saturated vapor and re-enters the compressor to complete its cycle. [25]. Figure 1 shows schematically a vapor compressing cooling system used in this study. Figure 2 shows the P-h diagram of the system.

In this study, R407C, R410A and R448A refrigerants are used as an alternative to R22 in vapor compression refrigeration system. Some properties of the refrigerants used are given in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Some properties of used refrigerants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refrigerant</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Global Warming Potential (GWP)</th>
<th>Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP)</th>
<th>Critical Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Critical Pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Flammability Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R407C</td>
<td>R32, R125, R134a</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.03</td>
<td>46.29</td>
<td>Not Flammable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R410A</td>
<td>R32, R125</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.35</td>
<td>49.02</td>
<td>Not Flammable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R448A</td>
<td>R32, R125, R134a, R1234ze, R1234yf</td>
<td>1387</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>Not Flammable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22</td>
<td>Single component</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>96.15</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>Not Flammable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, the energy and exergy analysis of the vapor compression refrigeration system were carried out using the design parameters in Table 2. Engineering Equation Solver (EES) program was used in the analysis.

**Table 2.** Design parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooling Capacity, $Q_E$</td>
<td>10 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Temperature, $T_K$</td>
<td>30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator Temperature, $T_E$</td>
<td>-9°C with 0 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superheating Temp., $\Delta T_{AK}$</td>
<td>5 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcooling Temp., $\Delta T_{AS}$</td>
<td>5 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient Temp., $T_0$</td>
<td>25 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermodynamic analysis of the system is made according to the first and second law of thermodynamics. In the energy and exergy analysis of the vapor compression refrigeration system, the condenser, evaporator and compressor loads are written as follows considering the cycle points shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2:

Compressor:

$$\dot{W}_{comp} = \dot{m}(h_2 - h_1)$$  \(1\)

Condenser:

$$\dot{Q}_C = \dot{m}(h_3 - h_2)$$  \(2\)

Evaporator:

$$\dot{Q}_E = \dot{m}(h_4 - h_1)$$  \(3\)

Coefficient Performance (COP)

$$\text{COP} = \frac{\dot{Q}_E}{\dot{W}_{comp}}$$  \(4\)
Exergy of the flow is calculated as follows:
\[
\dot{E}_x = m \left[ (h - h_0) - T_0 (s - s_0) \right] \tag{5}
\]

Exergy destruction of Compressor:
\[
\dot{E}_{x,\text{dest,Comp}} = \dot{E}_x - \dot{E}_x - \dot{W}_{\text{Comp}} \tag{6}
\]

Exergy destruction of Condenser:
\[
\dot{E}_{x,\text{dest,Cond}} = \dot{E}_x - \dot{E}_x - \dot{Q}_c \left( 1 - \frac{T_0}{T_R} \right) \tag{7}
\]

Exergy destruction of Evaporator:
\[
\dot{E}_{x,\text{dest,Evap}} = \dot{E}_x - \dot{E}_x + \dot{Q}_E \left( 1 - \frac{T_0}{T_E} \right) \tag{8}
\]

Exergy destruction of Expansion Valve:
\[
\dot{E}_{x,\text{dest,Exp}} = \dot{E}_x - \dot{E}_x \tag{9}
\]

Exergy efficiency of the system is calculated as follows:
\[
\eta_{Ex} = \frac{\dot{E}_x - \dot{E}_x}{\dot{W}_{\text{Comp}}} \tag{10}
\]

3. Research Findings

In this study, energy and exergy analysis of a vapor compression refrigeration system using R407C, R410A and R448A fluids, which is an alternative to R22, was performed. The Engineering Equation Solver (EES) is used in the analysis. Figure 3 shows variation of COP values with different evaporator temperatures for all refrigerants. As shown in Figure 3, the COP value of the system increases with increasing evaporator temperature for the constant condensation temperature of 30 °C and evaporation temperatures ranging from −9 °C to 0 °C. The COP values of R22 refrigerant system are higher than those of other refrigerants. The COP values of the R22 system vary between 2.7 and 2.81. In comparative graph of COP values, R22 refrigerant is followed by R448A refrigerant which has lower GWP compared to other refrigerants. The COP values of the R448A system vary between 2.5 and 2.63.

![Figure 3. Effect to COP of evaporator temperature](image-url)
Figure 4. Exergy destruction of the system components with evaporator temperature for each refrigerant

Figure 4 shows exergy destruction of the system components with different evaporator temperature for each refrigerant. As the evaporator temperatures increased, it was observed that exergy destruction of each system component increased.

Figure 5. Total exergy destruction of vapor compression refrigeration system for each refrigerant

Figure 5 shows the total exergy destruction of the vapor compression refrigeration system for each refrigerant. The total exergy destruction of the system operating with refrigerants R22, R448A, R407C, and R410A are shown in the figure.
R410A and R407C were 1.842 kW, 2.122 kW, 2.179 kW and 2.276 kW, respectively. The total exergy destruction of the system operating with R22 is the lowest. The next lowest exergy destruction is that of the system operating with R448A.

Figure 6 shows the changes in exergy efficiencies by changing the evaporator temperature for all refrigerants. As shown in Figure 6, the exergy efficiency of the system decreases as the evaporator temperature increases.

![Figure 6. Effect to exergy efficiency of evaporator temperature](image)

Exergy efficiency values of R22 refrigerant system are higher than other refrigerant system. The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R22 varies between %39.4 and %52.2. Exergy efficiency of R22 refrigerant system was followed by exergy efficiency values of R448A refrigerant system. The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R448A varies between %36.6 and %48.8.

### 4. Results

ODP and GWP value have become the most important criteria in the development of alternative refrigerants. In this study, performance and exergy analysis of the vapor compression refrigeration system is examined for 4 refrigerants (R22, R407C, R410A and R448A). COP and exergy efficiency values are computed using EES program.

COP value of the system increases with increasing evaporating temperature for a constant condensing temperature in the analysis. Considering the highest COP value, the widely used R-22 seems the best. For different evaporator temperatures, the COP values of the R22 system vary between 2.7 and 2.81. The COP values of the R448A system vary between 2.5 and 2.63. R448A COP value has a COP value very close to R-22 COP value.

The total exergy destruction of the system operating with R22 is the lowest (1.842 kW). The next lowest exergy destruction is that of the system operating with R448A (2.122 kW). The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R22 varies between %39.4 and %52.2. The exergy efficiency of the system operating with R448A varies between %36.6 and %48.8. R448A instead of R22 are found to be replacement refrigerants among other alternatives in this paper as a result of the analysis.
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